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Q
uantum dots (QDs) have well-
knownoptical properties including
narrow emission spectra, high

quantum yields, and high photostability
that have made them very popular as pas-
sive fluorescent reporters in cell staining,
in vivo imaging, and immunoassays.1�3

Newly discovered properties and phenom-
ena have often led to their incorporation
as active participants in novel nanosens-
ing and signal transduction mechanisms.
For example, nonradioactive energy trans-
fer can occur between a QD donor and an
organic fluorophore acceptor in a phenom-
enon called quantum dot fluorescence reso-
nance energy transfer (QD-FRET).4 QD-FRET
was among the first active signal transduction
mechanismswhich used QDs to create highly
sensitive nanosensors for DNAmutation5 and
methylation anaylsis,6 protein detection,7 and
biophysical studies.8 Other phenomena, such
as photoblinking,9 were first thought of as
limitations,10 but further study of these prop-
erties has led to increased understanding of
quantum dot photophysics and even the
suggestion of new sensing mechanisms.11

Indeed, recent reports of quantum dot parti-
cipation in new phenomena such as multi-
exciton generation,12 nanoantenna-directed
emission,13 and single photon emission14

could lead to significant future advances in
photodetection, nanosensing, and optical
telecommunication.
We report a new phenomenon where the

electrophoretic mobility of a QD�DNA nano-
assembly can be precisely and predict-
ably modulated by the degree of surface

DNA conjugation. This phenomenon forms
the basis of a nanoassay called quantum dot
electrophoretic mobility shift assay (QEMSA)
that is able to accurately quantify DNA using
simple slab gel electrophoresis. Whereas elec-
trophoretic mobility shift assays are most
commonly used to investigate DNA�protein
binding interactions, here they are used for
precise DNA quantification. However, rather
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ABSTRACT

Newly discovered nanoparticle properties have driven the development of novel applications and uses. We report

a new observation where the electrophoretic mobility of a quantum dot/DNA nanoassembly can be precisely

modulated by the degree of surface DNA conjugation. By using streptavidin-coated quantum dots (QDs) as

nanotethers to gather biotin-labeled DNA into electrophoretic nanoassemblies, the QD surface charge is

modulated and transformed into electrophoretic mobility shifts using standard agarose gel electrophoresis.

Typical fluorescent assays quantify based on relative intensity. However, this phenomenon uses a novel approach

that accurately maps DNA quantity into shifts in relative band position. This property was applied in a QD-enabled

nanoassay called quantum dot electrophoretic mobility shift assay (QEMSA) that enables accurate quantification

of DNA targets down to 1.1-fold (9%) changes in quantity, beyond what is achievable in qPCR. In addition to these

experimental findings, an analytical model is presented to explain this behavior. Finally, QEMSA was applied to

both genetic and epigenetic analysis of cancer. First, it was used to analyze copy number variation (CNV) of the

RSF1/HBXAP gene, where conventional approaches for CNV analysis based on comparative genomic hybridization

(CGH), microarrays, and qPCR are unable to reliably differentiate less than 2-fold changes in copy number. Then,

QEMSA was used for DNA methylation analysis of the p16/CDK2A tumor suppressor gene, where its ability to

detect subtle changes in methylation was shown to be superior to that of qPCR.

KEYWORDS: quantum dot . nanotether . DNA . electrophoretic mobility .
copy number variation . DNA methylation
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than quantifying based on band intensity, QEMSA maps
DNA quantity into an electrophoretic mobility shift. Each
streptavidin-functionalized QD acts as an electrophoretic
nanotether, gathering biotin-tagged DNA from solution
to form a QD�DNA nanoassembly. DNA amount is
determined by measuring the relative speed at which
theQD�DNAnanoassembliesmigratewithin thegel (i.e.,
relative band position) relative to unconjugated QDs.
First, the fundamental shift in electrophoretic mobility
was experimentally explored, and a theoretical under-
pinning was derived. Then, the phenomenon was ap-
plied to genetic and epigenetic analysis of cancer where
QEMSA enabled accurate quantification of gene copy
number variation and promoter hypermethylation in
cancer cells with greater resolution than existing real-
time quantitative PCR (qPCR) methods.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In QEMSA, the electrophoretic mobility of the QD�
DNA nanoassembly is modulated by the degree of sur-
face DNA conjugation (Figure 1a). In the absence of DNA,
the streptavidin-functionalized QDs have low electro-
phoretic mobility and migrate slowly through the gel
matrix under an applied electric field. However, in the
presence of biotin-tagged DNA, the QDs capture these
DNA strands, increasing their effective electrophoretic
mobility and propelling the QD�DNA assemblies to

migrate through the gel matrix at a faster rate
(Figure 1b). Intuitively, the greater the number of con-
jugated DNA molecules, the faster the nanoassemblies
migrate, thereby mapping DNA quantity into an electro-
phoreticmobility shift. To performQEMSA, biotin-tagged
DNA fragments are generated and duplicated from
target gene sequences of genomic DNA using biotiny-
lated probes. Streptavidin-coated quantum dots were
then introduced so that the gene-specific biotinylated
DNA fragments self-assembled onto the QD surface
through the streptavidin�biotin interactions, forming
QD�DNA nanocomplexes.
The rate at which the nanoassemblies migrate is

then proportional to the number of DNA bound to
each QD (i.e., DNA:QD ratio, N). The dependence of
migration distance, Dm, on N can be analytically de-
rived as (Discussion, Supporting Information):

Dm ¼ C0Et � f (Kr, ι, R)ln NþM0 (1)

where E and t are the electrical field strength and
migration time, respectively. C0 and M0 are constants

relating to the temperature, buffer viscosity, ionic

strength, and other environmental parameters. The

term f(Kr,ι,R) describes the interaction of the QD�DNA

nanocomplexes with the gel matrix, where Kr is the

retardation factor, ι is the gel concentration, and R is

the hydrodynamic radius of the nanocomplex.

Figure 1. QEMSA working principle. (a) Biotin-tagged DNA fragments were generated from genomic DNA targets using
biotinylated primers and a limited number of amplification cycles to preserve genomic DNA quantity information. The
biotinylated DNA fragments were then mixed with streptavidin-coated QDs, and self-assembly would occur to form
nanocomplexes where the resultant DNA:QD ratio, N, was dependent on the amount of input DNA. The electrophoretic
mobility of the nanocomplexes increased with the DNA:QD ratio and was used to determine DNA quantity. (b) Pseudocolor
gel image reveals that the QD�DNA nanocomplexes (combined green and red) migrated faster than the naked QDs (green)
but slower than the oligonucleotides alone (red). (c) Representative gel image of QD�DNA nanocomplexes with various N
values migrating in an agarose gel. The nanocomplexes with the largest Nmigrate fastest and vice versa. (d) Migration curve
was obtained by plotting the migration distance of each gel band against the respective DNA:QD ratio, N. The migration
distance was determined by measuring the point at which the leading edge of the electropherogram met the baseline
intercept.
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The nanoassembly surface charge increases as the
DNA:QD ratio increases, leading to greater electro-
phoretic force. Interestingly, minimal increases in hy-
drodynamic radius are seen as DNA binding increases.
This was confirmed by examining the experimentally
determined zeta-potential and hydrodynamic radius
as function of DNA:QD ratio (Table 1). At neutral pH, the
streptavidin-coated QDs only had a mild negative
charge. Thus, the zeta-potential of the QD�DNA nano-
complex was dominated by the number of bound DNA
molecules. Consequently, free QDs had low electro-
phoretic force and migrated slowly, whereas the
nanoassemblies had higher electrophoretic force and
migrated faster (Figure 1b). Free DNA migrated fastest
as it was unrestrained by the QD nanotethers. On the
basis of these results, R can be approximated as a
constant in the case of QDs, and eq 1 can be reduced to

Dm � ln N

When the previous experiment was repeated using
streptavidin-coated polystyrene nanobeads in place of
QDs, no shifts in electrophoretic mobility were seen
(Figure S1, Supporting Information). The high intrinsic
charge carried by the polystyrene itself masked the
coupling of DNA to the nanobeads, and very little
change in overall zeta-potential was seen. In addition
to the low intrinsic charge, QDs are an ideal candidate
for QEMSA for a two reasons. First, the QDs are small
enough to freely migrate through the gel matrix.
Second, the excellent optical properties of QDs make
them ideal fluorescent reporters.15 Hence, additional
fluorophore labels are not required. These labels can
otherwise affect the electrophoretic mobility of the
nanocomplex and the log�linear dependence of the
migration distance on the DNA:QD ratio (Figure S2,
Supporting Information).
Figure 1c shows a representative gel image where a

2-fold serial dilution of DNA (strand SO-1, Table S1a,
Supporting Information) was mixed with 10 nMQDs to
formQD�DNAnanocomplexeswith differentN values.
As predicted, the nanocomplex migration distance
increased as N increased. The migration distance was
determined by measuring the point at which the
leading edge of the electropherogram met the base-
line intercept. Themigration distance was then plotted
against the DNA:QD ratio to form a migration curve
(Figure 1d). The strong correlation between N and Dm

(R2 = 0.99) suggests that the theoretical model accu-
rately describes the QEMSA phenomenon.
Detailed examination of the gel images shows an

interesting observation. In sharp contrast to standard
gel electrophoresis, in QEMSA, bands with higher
electrophoretic mobility appear sharper than bands
with lower mobility. In order to explain this, the self-
assembly of the QD�DNA nanocomplexes was mod-
eled as a Poisson process16 with an expectation value
of N. Each gel band was the collective summation of all
underlying subpopulations, where each subpopulation
migrated at its own respective velocity (Figure 2) and the
summation of which formed the final band. A numerical
model based on this process and diffusive band broad-
ening was used to calculate the expected band disper-
sion (Discussion, Supporting Information). As shown in
the electropherograms in Figure 2, the numerical predic-
tions agreed very well with the experimental results.
Unlike a typical Poisson process where the variance
increases linearlywith theexpectationvalue, theabsolute
band dispersion (i.e., bandwidth) actually decreases as
N increases. While the self-assembly of each QD�DNA
nanocomplex behaves as a Poisson process, the migra-
tion distance of each subpopulation varies with lnN, thus
greatly reducing the aggregate band dispersion for
populations with high values of N.
Because differences in DNA quantity are readily

transformed into variations in electrophoretic mobility,
even subtle changes in DNA quantity can be reliably

TABLE 1. Zeta-Potentials and Hydrodynamic Radii of

QD�DNA Nanocomplexes

DNA:QD ratio (N) radius (nm) zeta-potential (mV) at pH 7.4

0 10.11 ( 0.34 �5.81 ( 2.36
10 10.20 ( 0.74 �14.33 ( 1.15
20 10.40 ( 0.89 �15.97 ( 1.05
40 11.09 ( 0.30 �17.63 ( 2.55

Figure 2. QEMSA band dispersion was seen to decrease
with increasing values of N and increasing electrophoretic
mobility. The gel was run at 8 V/cm. A theoreticalmodel was
used to simulate the Poissonian self-assembly process, and
the theoretical band dispersion was calculated by summing
all of the heterogeneous subpopulations (colored lines).
The aggregate QEMSA band dispersions (black solid lines)
are in good agreement with the experimental results (black
dot lines) for N = 40, 20, and 10.
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detected by enhancing this variation in the migration
distance. As can be seen from eq 1, the enhancement
effect can be achieved by increasing the electric field
strength, increasing the electrophoresis time, and/or
decreasing the gel concentration (Figure S3 and Table
S2, Supporting Information). After optimizing these
parameters, QEMSA was used to analyze 1.1-fold serially
diluted DNA (Figure 3). Even such small differences in

DNA quantity were transformed into easily measured
differences in migration distance, demonstrating the
ability to resolve as little as ∼9% differences in quantity.
qPCR is considered the gold standard method for

many forms of genetic analysis. While it has high
sensitivity and wide dynamic range, it has difficulty
distinguishing less than 2-fold differences17�19 in
quantity. The analysis of many biomarkers requires

Figure 3. QEMSAwas used to precisely distinguish∼9% differences in DNA copy number. The gel was run at 6 V/cm. (a) Raw
gel image and (b) electropherogram (leading edge only) demonstrate resolution of a 1.1-foldDNAdilution series. (c) Standard
migration curve of the 1.1-fold serially diluted DNA strands shows easily quantified differences in migration distance.

Figure 4. QEMSA was used to perform CNV analysis in OVCAR3 ovarian cancer cells. (a) Detection of RSF1/HBXAP copy
number amplification using samples that mimic 2 to 7 copies per cell (1 to 3.5 copies per haploid genome). The x-axis shows
the expected ratio of RSF1/HBXAP to the reference sequence, while the y-axis shows the ratio observed using QEMSA. (b)
Reference sequencewas unamplified in both the normal and cancerous cell lines. RSF1/HBXAPwas found to be unamplified in
the normal 2516 cells but amplified ∼8.5-fold cancerous OVCAR3 cells.

Figure 5. QEMSAwasused to analyzepromoter hypermethylationof thep16/CDKN2Agene. (a) Standardmigration curvewas
created for serially diluted methylated genomic DNA with dilution factors of 1.25-fold. To simulate clinical samples, all
methylated samples in the dilution series were spiked with 100 ng of unmethylated genomic DNA. Both the methylated and
unmethylated DNA samples were then bisulfite treated and subject to analysis via QEMSA or qPCR. (b) Same dilution series
were analyzed by qPCR. Due to the small dilution factors, the dilution series could not be reliably quantified with qPCR.
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the ability to distinguish subtle changes in level that
may signal the early onset or severity of disease.
QEMSA is used to analyze two such markers, DNA copy
number variation (CNV) and DNA methylation, where
current qPCR-based methods are unable to achieve
this level of discrimination. DNA copy number variation
(CNV) is a mutation where large regions of a chromo-
some (kb to Mb in size) are deleted, amplified, or
inserted elsewhere. These regions often encompass
entire genes and their regulatory regions,20�24 leading
to phenotypic changes by gene disruption or in-
creased gene dosage.25�27 Thus, the ability to accu-
rately measure variations in DNA copy number may
enable discrimination of cancer phenotype or predic-
tion of therapeutic response.28Whereas qPCR is unable
to resolve less than 2-fold changes in quantity (i.e., 2 vs
4 copies), it is thought that even subtle changes in DNA
copy number (i.e., 4 vs 5 copies) can have great
diagnostic and prognostic value. For example, it has
been reported that changes in HER2 copy number
correlate with tumor aggressiveness in breast cancer
and that anti-HER2 therapy (e.g., Herceptin) may be
more effective in highly amplified tumors.29

As an initial validation, QEMSA was used to analyze
copy number amplification of the RSF1/HBXAP gene in
OVCAR3 ovarian carcinoma cells. RSF1/HBXAP is a
chromatin remodeling gene that participates in tran-
scriptional activation and repression. Studies have
shown good correlation between RSF1/HBXAP gene
amplification and ovarian cancer aggressiveness. The
overall survival of ovarian cancer patients with RSF1/

HBXAP amplification was generally shorter than those
without,30 suggesting that copy number amplification
of RSF1/HBXAP can be a prognostic indicator of the
disease severity, as well as a potential biomarker for
ovarian cancer diagnosis.
In order to reliably quantify RSF1/HBXAP copy num-

ber amplification, a reference sequence was selected
from a highly conserved region of the genome (Ch2-
ref).30 The reference sequence consistentlymaintained
its copy number at 2 copies per cell (1 copy per haploid
genome). RSF1/HBXAP copy number was then deter-
mined by examining the ratio between RSF1/HBXAP

and Ch2-ref to eliminate inaccuracy caused by varia-
tions in DNA input. An RSF1/HBXAP:Ch2-ref ratio of 1
represents no amplification. A single duplication on
one allele results in a total of 3 copies and a ratio of 1.5.
A spiking experiment was first performed to test the
resolution of QEMSA for CNV analysis. RSF1/HBXAP
DNA fragments were mixed with Ch2-ref DNA frag-
ments in ratios of 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, and 3.5 to simulate 2, 3,
4, 5, 6, and 7 copies per cell, respectively. In Figure 4a, a
strong linear correlation was seen between the mea-
sured copy number per haploid and the expected copy
number (R2 = 0.99).
To determine RSF1/HBXAP copy number of the

OVCAR3 cells, migration curves for RSF1/HBXAP and

Ch2-ref were generated using serial dilutions of normal
DNA obtained from 2516 cells with no RSF1/HBXAP

amplification30 to form standard curves. The OVCAR3
RSF1/HBXAP and Ch2-ref migration distances were
then compared against these standard curves to de-
termine the final copy number. It was found that the
OVCAR3 cells had ∼8.5-fold amplification of the RSF1/

HBXAP gene (Figure 4b). This agrees well with previous
results determined by SNP array.30

DNA methylation is an epigenetic modification that
often occurs in the promoter regions of tumor sup-
pressor and oncogenes. Thus, it is a promising bio-
marker for cancer detection and monitoring.31�34 The
ability to discriminate subtle changes in methylation is
particularly important in highly heterogeneous sam-
ples such as cell-free nucleic acids, where small
changes in methylated tumor DNA level can be
masked by high background levels of unmethylated,
healthy DNA.
QEMSA was used to quantify DNA methylation and

compared against the gold standard qPCR method. A
1.25-fold dilution series of methylated genomic DNA
was spiked into a background of unmethylated geno-
mic DNA to simulate clinical samples comprising
6�13% methylated DNA. The samples first underwent
bisulfite treatment6,35 and then methylation specific
PCR36 to selectively produce biotin-tagged amplicons
from the methylated p16/CDK2A promoter region.
Amplification was stopped while still in the log�linear
range, and QEMSA was used to quantify the biotin-
tagged amplicons. In Figure 5a, the expected log�
linear dependence between migration distance and
DNA methylation level is seen. Accurate quantification
of 1.25-fold changes in methylation was robustly ob-
tained. As a comparison, when the same samples were
also analyzed using qPCR, the results showed large
variations and poor correlation between threshold
cycles and DNA methylation level (Figure 5b).

CONCLUSION

In this report, we describe a phenomenonwhere the
electrophoretic mobility of a QD�DNA nanoassembly
can be precisely and predictably tuned by the level of
surface DNA conjugation. Conventionally, the high
sizing resolution of electrophoresis makes it a vital tool
for molecular separation and binding analysis. Here,
this phenomenon was used to perform QEMSA, an
assay which transforms DNA quantity into shifts in gel
band position. QDswere used as nanotethers to gather
to target DNA strands into nanocomplexes where their
electrophoretic mobility could be used to precisely
determine the quantity of bound DNA. QEMSA was
able to resolve ∼9% differences in DNA amount. This
level of resolution has not been previously achieved by
any other quantification method including qPCR or
nanofluidic digital PCR.37 The capability of QEMSA in
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differentiating integer copies of specific genes was
demonstrated by detecting RSF1/HBXAP gene amplifi-
cation in ovarian carcinoma cell lines. This gene-spe-
cific detection of CNV with high resolution is of
paramount clinical importance.30,38�40 We also de-
monstrated the use of QEMSA for quantifyingmethyla-
tion of a tumor suppressor gene, p16/CDK2A. QEMSA's

enhanced resolution over qPCR offers an accurate
means to measure methylation changes in cancer
patients, a promising marker for patient therapeutic
response.41 In addition to the demonstrated assays,
QEMSA can be easily extended to other genetic or
epigenetic biomarkers where high quantification reso-
lution is necessary.

METHODS

QD�DNA Nanocomplex Self-Assembly. The synthetic oligonu-
cleotide SO-1 was biotinylated at the 50 terminal. SO-2 was
biotinylated at the 30 terminal and labeled with Cy5 at the 50

terminal (Table S1a). Streptavidin-coated QDs were diluted to
10 nM in buffer containing 10 mM Tris and 10 mM NaCl at pH
7.4. The diluted QDs were mixed with oligonucleotide of the
desired concentrations at 1:1 volume ratio. Hence, the final QD
concentration was 5 nM. For 10 μL reaction volume, the 2-fold
serial dilution starts with the highest DNA quantity of 12.9 ng,
and the 1.1-fold serial dilution starts with the highest DNA
quantity of 7.25 ng. The mixture was shielded from light and
incubated at room temperature for 1 h. Ten microliters of
QD�DNA nanocomplexes was then loaded onto the agarose
gel for QEMSA analysis.

Gel Imaging. The gels were scanned on a Typhoon 9400
variable mode imager. For QD605 imaging, a 488 nm laser
and 610BP30 emission filter were used with a gain of 500 and
high sensitivity setting. For Cy5, a 633 nm laser and 670BP30
emission filter were used with a gain of 400 and high sensitivity
setting.

gDNA and Cell Line Preparation. An ovarian cancer cell line,
OVCAR3, was obtained from the American Tissue Culture Center
(Rockville, Maryland) and a primary culture, 2516, was estab-
lished from a normal fallopian tube epithelium. Cells were
cultured in RPMI1640 supplemented with 10% fetal bovine
serum. Genomic DNA was prepared from both cell cultures
using a Qiagen blood DNA extraction kit and the accompanying
protocol.

Analysis of Copy Number Amplification of the RSF1/HBXAP Gene in
OVCAR3 Using QEMSA. The gDNA was first subject to PCR with
limited amplification (Table S3a) using a biotinylated primer.
This allowed amplification of the target sequence while preser-
ving the relative levels of input DNA. The reaction was then
digested with exonuclease I to remove the excess single-
stranded biotinylated primer which could compete with the
target sequence upon binding to the QD and affect the
electrophoretic mobility of the resultant QD�DNA nanocom-
plex. To generate the RSF1/HBXAP standard migration curve,
2-fold serially diluted gDNA from the normal cell line (2516),
with 7.5 ng initial level, was amplified in a 25 μL reaction
containing 67 mM Tris, 16.6 mM ammonium sulfate, 6.7 mM
MgCl2, 10 nM 2-mercaptoethanol, 0.1 unit/μL Taq polymerase,
600 μM of each deoxynucleotide, and 500 nM of primer Rsf-S.
The forward primer was conjugated with biotin (Table S1b). The
reaction was performed by thermal cycling according to the
recipe shown in Table S3a. Then each sample was treated with
20 units of exonuclease I at 37 �C for 2 h. Last, the biotin-tagged
amplicons were mixed with 20 nM QD at 1:1 volume ratio and
incubated at the room temperature for 1 h. The QD�DNA
nanocomplex self-assembled during the incubation, and 10 μL
of the nanocomplexes was analyzed using QEMSA. The
standard migration curve for the reference sequence was
generated using the same dilution series and the same proce-
dure except with Ch2-ref-S primers (Table S1b).To determine
OVCAR3 RSF1/HBXAP copy number amplification, the RSF1/
HBXAP gene and the reference sequence of the cancerous
gDNA samples were amplified to produce biotinylated frag-
ments, analyzed with QEMSA, and compared to the standard
migration curves.

CNV Spike-In Experiment Using QEMSA. Using primers Rsf-T and
Ch2-ref-T (Table S1b), two DNA fragments were generated from
the RSF1/HBXAP gene and the reference sequence by PCR
(Table S3b). The fragments were treated with exonuclease I to
remove all of the excess primers and purified twice with
QIAquick PCR purification kit. The two purified fragments were
quantified using a UV/vis spectrophotometer and mixed at
desired ratios. The fragments were then tagged with biotin
using the PCR recipe shown in Table S3c, and the QEMSA
analysis was performed using the aforementioned procedure.

Quantification of DNA Methylation. Unmethylated genomic DNA
was isolated from the normal leukocytes obtained from healthy
individuals after receiving informed consent. Methylated gDNA
was obtained by treating the normal genomic DNA with SSSI
methyltransferase. Both normal and methylated gDNA were
bisulfite treated (text S1, Methods), quantified via absorbance
using a NanoDrop and stored at�20 �C until use. The 1.25-fold
dilution series of methylated gDNA, starting from 15 ng, was
spiked into 100 ng of normal gDNA. Methylation specific primer
p16 M (Table S1b) only targets the methylated promoter region
of the p16/CDKN2A gene. Hence, p16 M was introduced to
selectively amplify the methylated gDNA in the presence of
unmethylated gDNA usingMSP (Table S3d). Each 25 μL reaction
contained 67 mM Tris, 16.6 mM ammonium sulfate, 6.7 mM
MgCl2, 10 nM 2-mercaptoethanol, and 0.1 unit/μL HotStart Taq
polymerase, 1.25 mM of each deoxynucleotides and 300 nM of
primers. QEMSA analysis was subsequently performed on the
biotin-tagged amplicons using aforementioned procedure.
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